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of history could have expected. The spiritual and intellectual
devastations of the war constituted something very different
from nightmare. If they were not creative they had at least
released many forces whose intensive struggle forms so much of
post-war history. But by 1927 these forces had been brought
under control; they were becoming the agents of construction
as the instinctively conservative nature of man recoiled from
completing the work of destruction begun in 1914. The struggle
was not yet over, but it was being confined within limits inside
which the destructive aspect of the forces in presence was at
least less apparent. The view—expressed in very different forms
and often producing unexpected practical results—was gaining
ground that mutual co-operation possibly might, while mutual
hostility certainly could not, achieve the preservation of a common
civilization necessary in its lowest as in its highest aspects to the
peaceful development of the nations. Of that view Locarno was
the most significant political result. It was not a view which was
held yet by a majority of Europeans—it must not be confused
with the purely negative pacifism that was so prevalent and is so
impotent—but it had certainly become the view of a majority of
intelligent Europeans who saw salvation solely in making the law
of Europe the law of peace and co-operation.
It was certainly Stresemann's view, but he was well aware
that it was a view opposed by many of his countrymen, who held
that the law of peace was the law of servitude. While as an idealist
who had accomplished an immense practical achievement he
could not but believe that the new unity which was apparent in
Europe was, if it still lacked formal bases, a deeper unity than
that continent—or the civilized portion of it—had hitherto
known, as a realist he could not but see the force of the argument
so popular in Germany that that unity had as its original, and
in a sense its only, basis, the subjection of Germany. The change
from war to peace mentality in Germany was at once more and
less radical than in the Allied countries. Germany was the
defeated country, and opinion could not but take extreme forms.
There was a section of the German nation which carried pacifism
to the verge of ferocity; there was another and a much larger

